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saying about
MMO:
The MATH 0090 class was definitely beneficial to me, it
helped prepare me for what the next level class, college algebra, was going to be.

Math 0090B and Q helped me because Miss Amanda
showed me each skill step by step and that was helpful
for me since I had been out of college since 2008.

I think Math 90 helped me more than anything so I
believe I would recommend it, especially to students
who have taken time off of school like myself who
need a little refresher.

I would recommend MATH 0090B and MATH 0090Q
if you struggle with math and have anxiety with math.
This class will help you cope with it.

-Breanna Simmons

-Shkeya Daniels

Taking MATH 0090B and MATH 0090Q made it a lot easier to transition from high school math to the
college class I have now. It was a solid mix of pace which was helped prepare me for the speed this current
class is.
Thomas Luna was my instructor. I would recommend MATH 0090B and MATH 0090Q because it definitely helps you adjust to how college is going to go while still giving you that extra guidance like we had in high
school.
I attended the Tutoring Student Success Center once, towards the end of the semester. It was super beneficial. I had the “nodding” support I needed in order to help me become confident in what I was doing.
-Brooklynn Dowdie

I went into MATH 0090B and Q class with very little mathematical background. I have
always been terrified of math, which is one of the reasons I waited so long before I
went to college. These classes were life changing for me. Not only did I learn to enjoy
math in a way I never have before, but they also prepared and equipped me with exactly what I needed for college algebra. I took college algebra after I completed MATH
0090B and Q and I felt as though I had a head start in the material that was taught in
my algebra class. After speaking with several of my fellow classmates, I realized that
not everyone had this same feeling in algebra class and I contribute my preparation for
college algebra to MATH 0090B and Q.
MATH 0090B and Q were not as fast paced as college algebra was to me. They were
more relaxed and started from the basics, which I needed. The layouts of the material
for these classes were very similar to college algebra, but they were more basic information, whereas college algebra took the material to a higher level.
My teacher for both of these classes was Vincent Prior.
I would definitely recommend MATH 0090B and Q to other students! I have already
recommended these classes to some of my siblings who want to start college soon. I
would not have been able to pass my college level math classes if I had not taken
MATH 0090B and Q first. I could not speak highly enough of these classes and how
much help they have been in my college endeavors!
-Laura Miller
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Math Haiku Contest
In our previous issue, we asked you to write a haiku about math.
Everyone’s a winner!
Thank you for your amazing entries!
Empty set is life

Man plus woman, they

Math, only you can

The math teaches you to

We make circles together

Multiply and then they die.

make visible something vague

think Mother of Science

Our dreams come true soon

Oh, math of our lives.

What a great you are!

Mekhpule Khasanova

Sunkyung Koo

Dmitry Popov

Ryoko.K

Why do we learn math?

Life plus and minus

I hate math so much

Life is just like a

Math is difficult

multiplied by this and that

Plus, minus, times, and divide

Quadrangle, parallel lines

Plus and minus are easy,

divide by me and you

Makes me angry fast

Could be related

Divide is crazy.

Lisbetty Blanco

Nadia Sahdi

Yilan Zhu

Carla Valderrama

Daffodils in bloom.
Is that a robin I see?
Oh my! Spring is here

Queen Mathematics

Math, you are the art of

I don’t like math, my

thought,

life is not exactly as

Dance of the numbers,

Two plus two is four.

Music for the reasoning.

Ketrin Muterle

Sharon Tyre

Rule the kingdom of science
But show us mercy!
Dusza Malgorzata

Maria Rodriguez

Math, Math, Math, you are

Formula Functions

Infinite cultures’

Math lesson in school -

Like flying pollen from trees

With calculations summon

Additions might multiply

My teacher tells me daily:

Dizzy counting you

Equation’s answer

Our best expressions

You need math in life!

Vivian Tsao

Rachel Newsome

Camilla Wulten

Mara Lammers

Hey I love you math.

Calculators are

Miles of blue ocean

Absolute value

You are easy for me but,

Like relationships; only

magnitude and direction

Negatives are not found here

others hate you so.

Good as what’s put in.

so lost without them...

Think positively

Katrin Duebe

Tim Thomas

David Roberson

Steven James
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